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Doing theology amid the manifold challenges present today within the Low 

Countries, intensified especially in places such as Nijmegen, topics such as 

“hope” and the “unattainable” can well be seen as both necessary and una-

voidable themes of research. Citing the Petrine declarative – “Always be pre-

pared to make a defense to anyone who calls you to account for the hope that 

is in you, yet do it with gentleness and reverence”; (1 Pt. 3, 15) – which fun-

damental theologians have historically based their engagement with philoso-

phy as ancillia theologiae, Toine van den Hoogen’s A Taste of God: On Spir-

ituality and Reframing Foundational Theology argues that new and sustained 

challenges have arisen that require a reframing of how foundational theology 

(or “fundamental theology”) gives “account of such hope” within contempo-

rary western contexts. 
 

The theological project of accounting for faith finds itself in a totally new and complex sit-

uation....the discussion has...been turned upside down. The starting point can no longer be 

found in – at any rate partial – agreement with the Christian religious tradition and in – at 

any rate partial – conformity between present-day notions of rationality on the one hand 

and scientific theologising on the other. In the forum of the religious community thinking 

oriented to God...is faced with an unprecedented situation of despair, in the forum of socie-

ty with an enormous crisis of meaning, and in the scientific forum with conflict, not only 

about specific arguments but also about the meaning and scope of theological reasoning as 

such. All this has, in a manner of speaking, inverted the argument and the direction of the 

question of theology. Theology needs to find its ‘subject’ (the mystery of God) anew and 

develop the object (its own argument) anew in terms of aesthetic experience. (129-130) 

 

                                                      
1 

Toine van den Hoogen, A Taste of God. On Spirituality and Reframing Foundational Theology, (Nij-
megen Studies in Theology, Vol. 3), Münster, Lit Verlag, ISBN 978-3-643-90062-3, 2011, 187 p. 
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By this urgent aesthetic appeal, van den Hoogen highlights the sustained pres-

ence of contemporary spiritualties as innovating as well as once more chal-

lenging Christians to give account of the “hope that is in you” and do so in a 

manner with “gentleness and reverence”. By this, van den Hoogen shifts the 

focus away from the more traditional theological sources of hope itself, which 

in dogmatic terms are enshrined in the data of Revelation, and more towards 

the very immanent life of autonomous persons in whom such hope is embod-

ied. Hence, fundamental theology is presented here as a separate, distinct the-

ological “research project”, autonomous from dogmatic theology, ‘‘in which 

the religious position is defined as an out-and-out rational, philosophical prob-

lem’, studied by ‘philosophical analysis’’ (28), while strongly needing to be 

reframed to include discussion of such spiritualties as a viable conversation 

partner. Supporting such a claim, van den Hoogen cites cultural shifts within 

western contexts of the 20
th
 Century as forming an immanent mysticism, the 

key innovating term of this present monograph. By considering such an “in-

trinsicist”, immanent perspective, as well as re-sourcing figures such as 

Blondel, Rahner and the lesser known mid-20
th
 Century Jesuit theologian Em-

ile Mersch, the Nijmegen theologian argues that “re-locating” fundamental 

theology within such an immanent view can allow for Christians to critically 

substantiate their acts of faith in a rationally accountable, intellectually plau-

sible and thus, communicable manner (30). And in so doing, account for such 

a persistent, unattainable hope that Christian mystical and spiritual traditions 

continuously attests as the origin and ‘groundless ground’ of our human au-

tonomy. 

 

Immanent mysticism 

 

However, what does van den Hoogen mean by “immanent mysticism” as the 

basis and justification for shifting fundamental theology to seriously consider 

spirituality and its contemporary aesthetic experience as providing new man-

ners or idioms for research? Van den Hoogen broadly defines such a perspec-

                                                      
 See contra van Beeck—another Dutch theologian who likewise pleads for a strong theological imma-

nence by way of resourcing Ruusbroec—and his argument against fundamental theology as a "separate" 

theological discipline. Referring to David Tracy, van Beeck writes: “Practiced in the interest of human 
integrity in believing, critical reflection must indeed purify positive faith and thus deepen it. Yet while it 

may lay bare the fundamental human thirst for integrity in embracing a positive faith, it cannot and will not 

generate any positive faith itself….[N]o matter how necessary critical reflection may be, positive faith is 
the only thing that can show what sense it really makes. Yet it is notoriously hard to pass from critical re-

flection to positive theology.” Frans Jozef van Beeck, God Encountered: A Contemporary Catholic Sys-

tematic Theology. Volume Two/ 1: The Revelation of the Glory. Introduction and Part I: Fundamental 
Theology, Collegeville, MN, The Liturgical Press, 1993, 264-273; 271. 
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tive as “transforming the way to meaningful living”, often seen at odds with 

more traditional religious views as such an immanent mysticism accepts the 

“contingency of reality [as] focal” (8). In its decidedly postmodern character, 

immanent mysticism is described as freely moving in and out of both religious 

and secular categories, communities and forms of identities. Thus, responding 

to such a new Zeitgeist must also mirror its fluid dynamism, and not be too 

overly predetermined by more static engagements with philosophy and secu-

larism as distinctly modern categories. Such fluidity is then projected back 

into fundamental theology itself with the argument that fundamental theology 

should at this time not be preoccupied nor concerned by the lack of a general 

metaphysic or unifying logic that can preserve “unity in theology” amid its 

various sub-disciplines: i.e., systematics, exegesis, church history, ethics, pas-

toral theology, etc. (10). Rather, immanent mysticism and fundamental theol-

ogy’s engagement with it should be subdivided in three forms: action 

(Blondel); knowledge (Rahner); and consciousness (Mersch) and these sepa-

rate forms should accord with theology’s diverse engagements, originally put 

forward by David Tracy as the fora of society; academy; and church. 

A Taste of God begins with a series of lyrical overtures that invoke the Span-

ish Catalan modern artist, Joan Miro, and the disorienting or trans-location 

(13) of his artistic depictions into the mystical “magic of night”. By such 

overtures, van den Hoogen states that his fundamental theological research 

shares an affinity with Miro’s surrealism (cf. Miro’s Dutch Interior I on the 

front cover) in that both such artistic work and his theological reflections are 

centered around the “unattainable” (11), in all of its depth and “impassioned 

forms”, a form of discourse and aesthetic-based reflection that seeks to phe-

nomenologically speak from within these magical landscapes. He introduces 

this cultural climate of immanent mysticism, while referencing Miro, as akin 

to a ladder that goes out into the “magic night”, which “recognises the myste-

rious grandeur of all things, full of ambiguity and contrasts”. Upon this lad-

der, he contrasts its points of origins and direction with Jacob’s ladder (Gn. 

28,12) and its incarnational typology, “reach[ing] down from heaven and 

rest[ing] on the earth....It connects earth with heaven where the One dwells, 

the world of a Godhead characterized by justice and mercy. [While] Miro’s 

ladder rises from our world and disappears into ‘nothingness’. Heaven is (as 

yet?) empty. And everywhere stars are sparkling – not a ‘splendor veritatis’ 

(Aquinas) but a sparkling void” (15). 

By way of these contrasting ladder images— their origins, character and des-

tination—van den Hoogen typifies Miro’s ladder as representing spirituality’s 

“yearning to reach out to infinity from the reality of our world”. While con-

versely, mysticism is characterized by Jacob’s ladder and the “desire of the 
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Holy to reach out to our world”. From these distinctions, he then asks: “Are 

the two images [spirituality and mysticism] totally unconnected [sic]? Is there 

a link between human desire to reach out to infinity and the desire of the Holy 

to reach out to our world? Can such a link be articulated in words? And can 

those words acquire spiritual and intellectual plausibility?” (15). 

Seeking a convergence of images of spirituality and mysticism wholly acces-

sible and thus, publicly accountable within an immanent frame, van den 

Hoogen once more highlights Miro’s art objects and their depictions as heter-

onomous in their refusal to represent an order of reality as extrinsic. Instead, it 

is argued that these artistic images are solely contained within their self-

reference (17). Within such a magical immanence wherein representational, 

“extrinsic” images collapse and “explode”, van den Hoogen draws a very in-

teresting, critical analogy in translating into contemporary terms, the late-

medieval Brabantine mystical theologian, Jan van Ruusbroec (†1381) and his 

idea of “natural contemplation” [natuerlic scouwen].  

Briefly to Ruusbroec himself, the Brabantine contemplative presents, in a 

somewhat “proto-phenomenological manner” the naturalness of both our un-

ion with God as well as our desirous, human inclining towards God. This 

mystical anthropology, often referred to as “mutual indwelling”, is common to 

the late-medieval mystical theological tradition of the Low Countries. It com-

prises both the lower faculties of the senses, desire [begheren] and reason [re-

dene] as well as the higher faculties of memory, understanding and will, all of 

which, Ruusbroec describes as showing a natural inclination to turn away 

from activity and exterior occupation with objects of the world (or ‘images’) 

and instead turn-inward and rest in the bare, unimaged [onghebeeldt] ground. 

By this mannerless, imageless turning inward (which is to say without any 

particular technique), Ruusbroec thus depicts human autonomy – independent 

of the promptings of grace – resting in such a ground as the natural, albeit lim-

ited, encounter with God in the human person. By such natural affirmation of 

a groundless-ground, Ruusbroec uniquely depicts his non-foundationalist 

anthropology of the human person as sustained by and suspended in [in 

hangen] the “fathomless abyss” [grondelos abis] of God. And it is from such 

a relational anthropology, Ruusbroec characteristically writes that one 

“[M]ust feel that the foundation of his being [wesen] is unfathomable, and as 

such he must possess it”.
3
  

                                                      
3 See Jan van Ruusbroec, Opera Omnia X, Vanden blinkenden steen, Guido De Baer (ed.), A. Lefevere 

(trans.), Turnhout, Brepols, 1991, ll. 70-72: “Dat eerste poent es dat hi dat fondament sijns wesens 
grondeloes ghevoele, ende alsoe moet hijt besitten”. 
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However, for Ruusbroec, this peculiar term of ‘natural contemplation’ makes 

a brief, intriguing appearance in his first, ‘student’ work, The Realm of Lovers 

[Dat rijcke der ghelieven], a text composed for a small group of people while 

he was a chaplain at St. Goedele’s cathedral in Brussels. It is only later on in 

his life, having left Brussels with a few others to start a new community at 

Groenendaal in the Zonian Forest that to his great surprise and dismay, this 

early text had been circulated and copied without his knowledge. The intri-

guing transmission history of this text coincided with its equally tenuous re-

ception, resulting in many unanswered questions from his readers, in particu-

lar for the Carthusians of Herne. Responding to their request, Ruusbroec (al-

ready in his seventies) travelled roughly 40 kilometers by foot to respond to 

their questions and concerns over certain issues surrounding union with God 

in his overall mystical theology. The result of his visit and his concise sum-

mary (or apology) of his thought was then later on composed in his last com-

pleted work, The Little Book of Enlightenment [Boecsken der verclaringhe] as 

a response to what “Some of my friends desire, and have prayed me to show 

and explain in a few words, to the best of my ability, the nearest and the clear-

est truth [die naeste ende die claerste waerheit] that I understand and feel 

[ghevoele] from all of the highest doctrine that I have written, so that my 

words may not mislead anyone but may serve to improve each one”.
4
 Interest-

ingly enough however, Ruusbroec does not mention in this latter text ‘natural 

contemplation’ as a distinct way of encountering the realm of God, as he had 

done previously in his first ‘student’ work. Rather, he immediately begins his 

explanatory text with a sharp rebuke of those that exclusively pursue such 

modeless, natural contemplation that often lead to certain heretical, quietisitc, 

and/or authotheisitc (‘becoming God’) claims. Nevertheless, remaining con-

sistent with his anthropology and by a certain phenomenological acumen, 

Ruusbroec never denies that such persons indeed modelessly encounter and 

come to understand (or “possess”) God in such an imageless interiority, where 

all distinctions [onderscheet] between Creator and creatures collapse – for we 

are all eternally begotten in the Image of God, 2
nd

 Person of the Trinity. Yet 

this exemplarist strain is equally balanced with a soteriological and thus, his-

torical stress, as Ruusbroec says that we are also individually “created unto 

the image” like a mirror and that no matter the degree of likeness, a mirror can 

                                                      
4 See Jan van Ruusbroec, Opera Omnia I, Boecsken der verclaringhe, Guido De Baere (ed.), Ph. 

Crowley (trans.), Tielt, Lannoo, 1989, ll. 24-28: “Selke van minen vrienden begheren ende hebben mi 

ghebeden, dat ic met corten waerden tonen ende verclaren soude, na mijn vermoghen, die naeste ende die 

claerste waerheit die ic versta ende ghevoele van alle der hoechster leren die ic ghescreven hebbe, op dat 
minre waerde niemen vererghert en werde maer ieghewelc ghebetert”.  
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never be confused with the Image in which it reflects, either in likeness or in 

unlikeness. To support this tension of the human person as both eternally in 

the image as well as the “representational” action of being created unto and 

thus receiving and responding to this image, Ruusbroec relies upon an erotic 

logic of minne (the Middle-Dutch term for ‘love’) to support such dialectics. 

For minne refuses to simply merge and rest within the enjoyable identity of 

such an Image that collapses difference and distinction, while bypassing the 

activity of its reception and its yearning demands in responding to such a 

founding alterity. Which is to say, minne's erotic insistence is attested by its 

very on-going, representational activity of mirroring such an immanent Image 

and the virtuous praxis of continuously growing in likeness and union with 

God in the order of grace. Thus, for Ruusbroec, thinking human autonomy in 

conjunction with the overall primacy of relationality and the very naturalness 

of union with God is attested by the stress that he places upon the enduring 

importance of our virtuous works of love. The more one grows in union and 

likeness to the otherness of God, the more one becomes distinctly human in 

all of their created particularity. 

For van den Hoogen, the appeal of figures such as Ruusbroec is their insist-

ence that we should take seriously this felt encounter and embrace 

[ghevoelen] of union with God and its instances of ‘touching and being 

touched by God’ in the very ground of our being. This mutual touching in the 

ground of human autonomy is a phenomenological site that demands that we 

speak from this distinct, unattainable place, while refusing to betray such loci 

by what he dismisses as abstract metaphysical discussions that trade in such 

thick experiential apprehensions for the thin clarity of a concept. While he 

himself admits that his engagement with spirituality and mysticism does not 

primarily address these themes in terms of “metaphysical questions” – citing 

at one point Bonhoeffer’s appeal beyond dualism and for a post-metaphysical 

Christology (cf. 86-7) – van den Hoogen correctly points out mysticism’s dis-

tinct theological character and greater relevance as orienting us to the very 

experiential sources in which the “philosophical quest for God and its theo-

logical explication have always arisen” (12). However, while texts of mystical 

authors concretize instances of hope within the very autonomy of the human 

person as a hope which is itself never fully attainable, van den Hoogen re-

stricts his hermeneutical mode of engagement with such traditions as solely 

one upon phenomenological lines, while bracketing the specificity of their 

theological content. Such limited engagement is unfortunate, for van den 

Hoogen’s “critical reinterpretation” of Ruusbroec’s natuerlic scouwen regret-

tably confuses the issue between the very naturalness of union with God – the 

relational ground of our being [wesen], which itself is anthropologically with-
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out grace [sonder gracie] – which nonetheless is not to be confused with our 

graceful response and ‘mirroring’ such a natural relationality in the life of 

minne as a virtuous, ‘common life’ [ghemeyne leven]. Hence, by not engaging 

sufficiently with its own distinct theological literacy, Ruusbroec’s radical af-

firmation of human autonomy lacks reckoning. Namely, on account of those 

that exclusively practice such natural contemplation and its imageless turning 

inward without the very praxis of desire, minne and its charitable works to-

wards both God and others – mirroring their Image in greater dissimilitude – 

Ruusbroec affirms that indeed they possess their human autonomy, while 

firmly rejecting their autotheistic claims of “becoming God”. Rather, he ar-

gues that they modelessly possess a highly confined understanding of human 

autonomy, resulting from a merging with and collapse of radical alterity itself. 

Thus foregoing what Ruusbroec would stress as the intrinsic and enduring 

nature of relationality and its reciprocal demands to “Pay thy debt; love the 

Love that has loved thee eternally”.
5
 Thus, such a reduced sense of autonomy 

and (if I may so boldly overstate) its 14th Century foreshadowing of the 

“modern self” is predicated in part upon this lost sense of the primacy of this 

immanent alterity, its relationality and subsequent rationality, becoming thus 

in Ruusbroec’s estimation, “alien” [vreemder] to their autonomous selves as 

uniquely and unrepeatably bearing the Image and likeness to the Trinitarian 

God. 

 

Aesthetic turn in Fundamental Theology 
 

Building from his descriptions of immanent mysticism, van den Hoogen gives 

a basic defense for why fundamental theology and its philosophical privileg-

ing of ‘modes of thinking’ religious truth claims no longer suffices for a con-

temporaneous theological research and instead, a turn to aesthetics is pre-

ferred as enabling “possible ways of publicly accounting for the religious ori-

entation to God” (129). Such an aesthetic turn – illustrated by many examples 

taken from modern and contemporary art in the chapter “Aesthetics: An Idiom 

For God” – he argues, “compels theology to broaden its concept of rationali-

ty” beyond that of a largely 20
th
 Century transcendental reflection. This is re-

flected in a postmodern aesthetic position that no longer sees the value and 

justification of art in terms of its representational dimension, yet in its singular 

                                                      
5 See Jan van Ruusbroec, Opera Omnia IX, Van seven trappen, Rob Faesen S.J. (ed.), Helen Rolfson 

O.S.F. (trans.), Turnhout, Brepols., 2003, VII, ll. 1106-1107: “Betaelt uwe scoud; mindt de minne, die u 

eewelec ghemindt heeft”. 
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autonomy from which certain traces of alterity or “vanishing points” (91) are 

encountered, “of something that makes sense on the borders of sensation and 

language...[as the] confrontation with a modern artwork can become an expe-

rience of anticipatory presence” (130). However, such aesthetic criterion with-

in liturgical and religious fora is marked by continual unease and often re-

sistance (cf. the renewed interest in Iconography, even within Dutch Calvinist 

churches, for example on display in the Domkerk in Utrecht!), historically 

seen in the Church’s response to the iconoclastic crisis at the Second Council 

of Nicea, in which she positively defines the value of representations in that 

“images may refer to God and Christ the Savior the way the figure (typos, fig-

ura) of the precious, life-giving cross does. Homage to the image is homage 

to the reality it portrays” (121). And yet, such aesthetic criterion find greater 

support in societal and academic fora, wherein “theological aesthetics have no 

concept of representation: there is no question of correspondence between the 

image and what it portrays”. Drawing support from fellow contemporary 

Dutch theologian Stefan Van Erp and his ventures into theological aesthetics, 

van den Hoogen acknowledges that while “‘New God concepts have to be 

devised....In human construction God becomes that which cannot be con-

structed in human construction’. The concept of representation is replaced by 

the concept of anticipation” (126). For van den Hoogen, the meaningfulness 

of such artistic images is their refusal to “acquiesce” to banality and violence 

and instead, draw hope for such religious images of hopeful anticipation as a 

“rebellion against resignation” (127). And yet, such theological aesthetics de-

part heavily from the critical analogy made earlier concerning Ruusbroec’s 

natural contemplation, for not only does such an aesthetically-based refusal of 

correspondence and representation abandon, what Rik van Nieuwenhove cites 

as its “radically theo-centric character” of thinkers such as Ruusbroec, but fur-

thermore, it mutes minne’s representative praxis and erotic insistence to con-

tinuously grow in likeness of and cleave unto [anecleven] the Image in which 

we are naturally united. For this latter perspective acknowledges the over-

flowing wealth and plethora of such images, constructions and God concepts, 

not as a production of human finitude, yet as mirroring the utter grandeur and 

‘fathomless abyss’ that grounds human autonomy and its relation to God.  

Nevertheless, van den Hoogen persuasively accounts for why aesthetic re-

newal within fundamental theology moves well beyond transcendental ration-

alities that had characterized fundamental theology in the previous century. 

The major critique that aesthetics makes is by highlighting issues of embodi-

ment (elaborated further in Ch. 4, “Human Bodies: forms of spirituality” by 

its phenomenological and praxeological approach) and alterity as challenging 

the presumed anthropology of the “hypertrophical” subject, an anthropology 
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that conceives of the human subject as “[B]y definition, want[ing] to master 

others and the other, wants to establish itself, control itself and is transparent 

to itself” (143). Thus, the primary anthropological assumption that undergirds 

transcendental reflection is namely the identity this hypertrophic subject 

maintains between “selfconsciousness...[and] self-reflection; that the subject 

has an accurate image of itself; that this self-reflection is the essential core of 

the person; and that it imparts an identity that is universally true and valid” 

(143). Thus,   such an aesthetic critique better situates why van den Hoogen’s 

aims at a critical reinterpretation of Ruusbroec’s natural contemplation as 

challenging notions of immanence away from “resignation” and “shallow-

ness” and more towards a “deeply personal, relational involvement with an 

Other, who out of love for me reveals himself to me as my very ground. That 

is what I mean by immanent mysticism” (20). By such moves, van den 

Hoogen also cites other postmodern moves of retrieval, including those per-

formed by the German theologian Saskia Wendel, who for her own part has 

recently turned to premodern mystical theological figures such as Meister 

Eckhart and Marguerite Porete to assist her in thinking anew contemporary 

theological takes on incarnation and the religious subject explicitly away from 

such a mastering, hypertropic subject. Unsurprisingly, by considering Eck-

hart’s Seelengrund [ground of the soul], where the “human being is sub-

merged in God”, Wendel’s retrievals bear clear resemblances to van den 

Hoogen’s own readings of Ruusbroec, considering that Ruusbroec was a criti-

cal inheritor of significant aspects of Eckhart’s thought (144). In turn, van den 

Hoogen also gives a good overview of the performance of such thinking with-

in the larger context of postmodern theological and philosophy of religion 

considerations (Hart, Caputo, et.al.) of religious experience as invariably 

starting from “beyond experience” or the “impossible” as the site wherein 

human autonomy is distinctly and firmly attested.  

However, such re-sourcing and its explicit confrontation with reli-

gious/theological perspectives van den Hoogen aims to strongly reduce, as it 

too easily obscures profane forms of spirituality today and their “secular 

meaning with an overlay of religiosity” (134). By this insistence, van den 

Hoogen rather seeks “genuine reciprocity” between secular and religious un-

derstandings of spirituality, and yet his emphasis decidedly favors the former 

in the name of immanence. By this, he restates the position of the research 

programme in Nijmegen Reframing spirituality and mysticism that has been 

taking place since 2007 between the faculties of Religious Studies and Theol-

ogy at Nijmegen in conjunction with the well-known Titus Brandsma Insti-

tute, also located in Nijmegen. By its focus on lived spiritualties, its aim is to 

formulate the study of such contemporary spiritualties away from the former 
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predominance of theological perspectives and instead, include more interdis-

ciplinary perspectives found in both the humanities, social and natural scienc-

es (156, 160). Underlying these innovative research strategies and new inter-

disciplinary partnerships is to be found the very criterion for accessing such 

an aesthetic renewal within fundamental theology itself in the first place. Such 

a contextually-based, aesthetic assessment is grounded no longer upon truth 

claims, yet that of honesty in reflecting “life world rationalities”. By this, van 

den Hoogen cites several new and innovating research topics and strategies, 

some of which he himself has previously promoted, whereby the “[P]rofane 

meaning and forms of religious meaning is the criterion of the honesty of this 

form of theology. Anticipation of meaning within the framework of the con-

tingence of all reality is the horizon in which research in a societal context can 

look for possible avenues for dialogue between profane and religious themes 

of finding meaning” (131). However, such a criterion of honesty, as substitut-

ing truth claims is an admittedly strange move for van den Hoogen to uphold, 

considering its representational logic, which goes directly against the very 

claims of immanence made earlier. For in the beginning of his monograph, 

van den Hoogen characterized his theological project as bearing a direct re-

semblance to the “impassioned forms” and aesthetic logic of Miro’s “magic of 

night”, with the latter’s depictions of referential objects collapsing and no 

longer able to refer to a stable, extrinsic order of reality, yet displaying a “noc-

turnal indifference to the recognized magnitude of all things” (13). Hence, by 

appealing to research strategies that uphold honesty in reflecting contempora-

neous spiritualties life-world rationalities, such approaches show either exist-

ing, unresolved tensions or ambiguities in van den Hoogen’s appeal to imma-

nence, unfortunately calling into question what in fact he intends by such an 

appeal to immanence. It is here appropriate to recall Emile Mersch’s own ef-

forts in Le Corps Mystique Du Christ to distinguish his rich reflections of the 

immanence of the Mystical Body, the “mystery of Christ in us” (Col. 1,27), 

“who is immanent Life” that joins us to God, others and ourselves from that 

of Modernism’s “false doctrine of immanence....a poor immanence...that im-

prisons man in himself, and how sad this cry that loses itself in the darkness”.
6
 

While van den Hoogen’s thinking of immanence displays clear ambiguities 

both in its sourcing (in terms of his reading of Ruusbroec) and the diverse ap-

plications of its intended meanings, if I understand him correctly, I anticipate 

that he would defend against my critical reading as too heavily relying upon a 

sense of “unity in theology” – of which de facto, we can both agree, that there 

                                                      
6 See Emile Mersch S.J, The Whole Christ, John Kelly (trans.), Milwaukee, WI, Bruce Publishing, 

1938, 572-573. 
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is currently relatively little indication of such unity of the various theological 

disciplines in terms of mutual encounter and shared identity. For as his work 

is seen as a contextual response to immanent mysticism, he expressly avoids 

theology’s claims of unity, supported largely by his insistence of fundamental 

theology as a separate discipline. Hence, any move seen as maintaining a 

more legitimate encounter and dynamic exchange between fundamental and 

dogmatic theological reflection, van den Hoogen opposes in its inability to 

honestly reflect such life-world rationalities. For to insist upon the mutual 

need for such encounters would prohibit “creat[ing] a plausible place for the-

ology in modern culture” (170). Thus, as its principle beneficiary, theology 

should “[A]ccept pluralism as a fundamental enrichment of the human condi-

tion” (130) not simply in terms of the revelatory significance of other reli-

gions, yet primarily oriented internally in terms of its various diverging voic-

es. In A Taste of God, van den Hoogen indeed offers such a provocative and 

challenging voice, strongly fluent in various contemporary art media, while 

seeing the resourcefulness of various immanent spiritualties and their endur-

ing impact as providing a voice, idiom and distinct rationality for theology to 

give a communicable, public account for its acts of faith and its orientation 

towards God in a contextually plausible manner. Moving away from 20
th
 Cen-

tury transcendental rationalities and the identity of its hypertrophic subject of 

self-mastery and towards more aesthetic reflections, the fundamental theolog-

ical relevance and viability of this innovative approach can be assessed in how 

it maintains the various dialogical relationships within such a context of im-

manent mysticism: in reforming notions of “immanence” and its theological 

plausibility in relation to its confession of incarnation; as well as whether spir-

ituality’s ladder indeed converges with Jacob’s ladder of mysticism. In this 

present monograph, amid the myriad challenges facing theology in a contem-

porary Dutch context, while the very extrinsic realities clearly situate the ur-

gency of van den Hoogen’s aesthetic appeal, relocating a public forum in 

which theology can substantiate its claims, it’s difficult to see how theology 

can currently thrive off such an aesthetic appeal as anything other than a “van-

ishing point”, seen largely not in “anticipatory” terms, yet as one of continu-

ing absence and loss. Nonetheless, the advances made by Toine van den 

Hoogen in seriously considering spirituality and mysticism as legitimate re-

sources for fundamental theological reflection is very timely and demands 

substantial further expansion if Christian theology is to publicly attest to that 

hope, which is foundational to our very autonomy as humans. 
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